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SV :
. . . . . an installation I did a couple of years ago about ALL VISION .
we have been preoccupied with this "All Vision" type thing . .

You see,

(Dan interrupts)
SV :
(starts agai
Thi~__is ^an. . stallation I did of ALL VISION and if you look
the
ere -- theoretically,_each camera should take 180 0 and together they
hould become but these spheres - each of them takes more than 180° - so
on
en I disappear on one camera, when I am
exactly behind this lens here, which is not really a lens - it's like a ball and so I disappear in that one moment, but that's the moment when I'm most prominent
in the other one . And so this goes for the whole room - it's total surveillance_(Jv.
And there's only one dead spot in each camera at an time . ', It
w
-want
o
e a ball like this and have the came a pointed at the bal
rom the inside, because this thing here sees everything~P _It
'
see s more than a_human
vis-tzrt~ -cari_eve_r accomplish .
It can see the wholee room at all times _and_ thats what
started to fascinate me about MACHINE VISION as I~ call ~those things -- they can see
things we c_annot_see . ._and the camera can visioni, things in a way that the eye does
not work -- the + eye cannot nossibly work . 2Like
you look at those things ere,
like this camera is moving on this axis and this camera here is looking at the
~

rotating mirror .f/ s6 it is recordin g the types of things that only machines can
record .
And what's also interestin
a ways have to -- the human eyedie
cameraD
ere i "another frame also, which is not in our own perception . Because if I am
lookingat this ball, I see the whole room behind me - I see everything here ~n-th'e
sides, but I don't see exactly_. what's in _the back because . it's blocked,.visi~6n~But
of course because ia's not restricted vision, I don'- bull
--~~G
~ I~ ave a lot
of peripheral vision that video cannot have .
It has to put a frame on it . 3,
Let me just show . . .
J
. . those other thin
INE VISION which deals with -what I'm
ly interested in with .those things of installation is to have the cameras survey
each other-they - are keeping track of what the other camera is keeping track of .
So -- the camera here that's moving on this axis is at the same time looking at this
360° surveillance and if you then go over to the next . thing that's happening-here, .
. . which is th'
camera here ,~^~
,which isn't doing much right now, . . . but if I plug
in this AC,r `F
sa__r~~f l~ Seat the one extreme it is seeing those-,cameras that,
e moving 360° and _ in the middle it sees the camera that is looking through the
mirror and the '6£her sxtreme it should be seeing this thing here- but it isn't -have-- fo move it in .
Umm. . it's hard to find it . Let me see . .
Too late .
'

__

Alright , so it's survei;lling this environment here, which if I turn that one on,
you can see that the mirror here is moving on the top so . ..
That becomes this
image here -- let me see if I can improve it . . .
t has a surveillance
this axis, but it also turns it upside down, so i is moving on
because of the slanted mirror and the lens is pointed up .
camera is pointed up and this mirror slants~/s o it will - the angle w. : "c ange it to
move both on this axis and on this axi
o, it's a - yet another type of surveillance .

_To
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Y would like 1 very .much to . do those kinds of things - installations - in a public .
It's very dif ficult becaused . .~~ it is hard to put it there, in a public place . It i
hard to maintain . It is . an_investment, . .but what is_interesting to me is to interact.
with it . To walk around and . be_.a ..part of this whole thing . ..,_ But . in the meantime I lave nolotb r__Means . to do . it but here , at home// That's about all I have to say I
think~~

W:

Is it all together .

S : Yeah .
W:

So, I look at this madness . . anyway, why do you deal with 19th century machinery?

S : Yeah, it's interesting because you were dealing with this a lot earlier with
film when I was not involved and didn't even think it was that interesting . But it's
a tremendous challenge to me because I cannot master this medium and I always have to
ask for you help in the end for drilling those holes and the fine mechanics of it .
W:

So you need someone to kind of help you .

S : Well, that's not the reason why I do it . Part of the reason is that - the
technical challenge , but part of the reason is that this medium just offers it,
you know .
As you know I'm a very passionate camerawoman,aad I always like to jazz
I should just not have
the image up and,then I realize I should have left it alone .
give
me kind of non-control .
give
me-They
what
those
machines
been behind and that's
you
know .
stuff
-no
human,
pans
and
zooms
and
A mechanical kind of
It must be
W:
It seems to me it is presenting some kind of mysterious force behind .
systems
as
mechanistic
examined
those
a
way,
you
kind
of
a challenge to you that, in
to
you
.
level
of
mystery
present
some
kind
of
child , but it must
And so is computers, but
S : Yeah, it does .
and its .a-challenge, but so is video ._
that are separate, but
are
three
things
I
feel
that
there
I like to be involved in -machine
age-- and then it
age,
here,
the
sort
of
mechanical
in a way overlap -- It is
and
the
second phase is
is
the
analog-in
its
first
part
is the electronic age, which
flirting with
three
.
I'm
involved
in
all
point
I
am
sort
of
And at this
the digital .
video,
is
like
normal
analog
video
which
machine
type
things,
all three areas I think sort
.
-It's
involved
in
digital
image
and then lately, we are now
of-u w at do you feel, dear Woody?
*.- I mean, you have to, confess that you have inherited a lot of these things from me,
Like I was interested
so I kind of feel that. there is a kind of piece of past of mine .
kind of a concept
andin
fact
this
is
in very much in 360 0 rkcording on film before
always
is shocking to
skillfully
that I have developed .~ But you have applied it so
me . . . . .
S:

Yeah, I ripped you off .

W: . . . that you are applying those possibilities .
team works , I guess, to a certain degree .

But anyway - that's how the Vasulka

S : Oh, yes . This is definitely a team work, because I tricked Woody into doing all
this for me and so . . .
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I think you should keep
W:
I think this is too much a revelation of family secrets .
lady
involved
in
machines
as
an image -- I guess
mystique
and
you
should
be
a
your
and
reveal
this
.
.
.
powerful
-Then
I
sneak
in
here
that's more
S : What do you want instead, Woody?
You can have the computers .
W:

Do you want me to give you the computers?

I'm not entitled to do these kinds of interviews anyway .

e Woody

. of the matrix . A work which is related to the horizontal'movement
contrary to the vertical movment, which is so natural to television .
Many_times it's so -- the television set is rolling vertically _, but
iwe,. through a set of coincidences, .a set . of,errors, found-out...
television in fact can roll horizontally -- the television frame can
also roll horizontally
- which was quite a surprise to us, since we
-t even believe that there were frames - in - television' -'-- that
j1
there-Tindeed were frames , because we could roll-them horizontally and vertically .
O ln cinema it's very - difficult usually to roll horizontally since cinema
j, r is purely vertical arrangement, but in television , since horizontality
and verticality is in fact a result of time - or time sequences - then
it is, by alteration either of the horizontal or vertical frequency
`
drives for the cameras, you can in fact easily obtain both sets of
movements and by their combination you can also move the image
',30
diagonally .
I,guess we will have a little sample of that tape .
Now just to make it all normal, I'm going to show you what we've done
at the beginning . The same period where we found out that there is _a
horizontal movement possible through timing or re-timing of . .
-retiming the horizontal drive for a camera .
This happens to be called EVOLUTION -- it is not , it wasn't our idea,
it was a friend of ours who gave this name to this tape, but it happened
to be a summary of some kind of set of operatives of ours-- so it somehow
corresponds , the personal evolution at that time and that particular
medium .
Now we don't have sound - we dont need sound (Steina :

No , we need sound) .

This is the horizontal movement I was talking about - so typical .
This horizontal is something that we call horizontal blanking .(points
to the screen in this section) It's vertical blanking, but it manifests
horizontally, and the other, the vertical bar here is actually vertical
sync and vertical blanking , which -- actually horizontal sync and
horizontal blanking which manifests vertically . Well these are really
confusing questions , maybe we shouldn't even explain them , but
I would like to kind of indicate -- by the way the speech is arbitrary,
we can remove a lot of this .
You don't have to pay attention to what
_u
shou ld, rP
~ cause I'm going to tell you things
t are sort of interesting , but ma
of .
So,Awhen we found out that in fact there was a frame in television and the frame is just what you're looking at , which normally is hidden
behind the television frame and so you don't see it ,__"BuF_By a set of
errors , we could move the original frame somehow in position-- within
whole field and
c
is . . . horizontal frame as
we s a~har ;zantal1v~The new frame was added to i
through the system
- and now the frame of a'.frame is seen . And the frame which normally is
hidden - is still ther~ s
If I move this monitor . .-- There is a set of
2 frames . . . I cannot stop it . This is one frame which is normally
hidden and this is the second frame which is kind of . . . it's repositioned .
But we noticed it's repositioned and it's relatively static, this
L S particular horizontal line . That means it is referrenced to the same
kind of frame as the overall frame that's added . It's only shifted

V "J V Li%C1 unj V

d
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That means there's a delay which repositions this particular edge .
The other thing that we are looking at is the product of time or
a re-time or a time delay or a time drift -- one time referrence
drifting against the other . For example, the horizontal - which at that
time we could not control , this was something we were just looking at .
,.I believed we just prayed that it would go slower , because we just
There aren't any knobs for that -- it was a
couldn't really stop it .
is
a result of one frequency dri-fting against
pur e accident .
So, that
the other -- in this case , the system produced it's own reference ,
and then through a broken cable or something , the other frequency
got unlocked from the original system and started to drift .
refernce
. --: later we found out -- I mean we started rationalizing it
ow
found out it is possible to control -- so
particularly
knobs
llately we devised certain simple things like oscillators with
or
and
stop
the
movement
and we could then control this movement
;reverse the movement -- so that's what I guess we cannot look out to . .
ut let me just show you one of the same accident applied to feedback
in which the camera is looking at itself - it's own image in the monitor
and so forth .
I mean the feedback was something which we had-known about, by that
time well -- but we never could combine it with the horizontality of
the movement . . .
The possibility of rolling the whole frame -- it was the first time
we saw a consistency of a roll . We could see sometimes that there was
kind of a misplacement , sometimes, by timing errors . . we could see
that the frame was delayed , but we could never see it as a coherent
structure moving through this particular time frame . . So I guess if
we would have worked with a -- in a television studio with hundreds
or thousands of coincidences in which this particular event would
take place -- but it was the first time we could in a way observe a
coherent way this particular arrangement .
(And of course by the way we were very much involved , at the same-time,
Iin exchanging the image for sound -- controlling the sound with images and vice-versa . - _Generating images from sounds . In this particular
an
ifi
itith
w
a
weaen
had tkin
the video sgal and we arenteracng
^ cse
audio synthesizer and so whatever we are seeing in a way has an overall
,energy content --it's being made audible .

And just to give you some other sample . This process which is . . . again
related to horizontality,, which we have kind of taken from that particular
possibility of moving the whole frame , but in this case the whole
movement is again induced by horizontal timing , but the frame is
intact -- only the information rolls or drifts through the referential
game and this image is originated from sound -- sound shapes and we've
used audio oscillators;to be displayed on a regular television set .
-But --again,;--- finding the `horizontal -- because in this case the whole
event has taken place vertically , so at that time we started to turn
monitors on their side in order to achieve horizontality . And we
started to combine them in horizontal matrixes specially to get access
to 3 monitors at one time --actually some of these are the original
, /ones we'd gotten . And we started to relate these 3 images horizontally
0 in the sense of horizontalities,. And we have produced a kind of
consistnent matrix - horizontal matrix pieces which we would later
arrange in a circle and the images then would be travelling in a . . .
induce the whole environment in a kind of a circle , dynamic pattern .
Lt}

~;i
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(Loud tape noise:)
But of course these sounds are not very much musical, they are rather
crude , also the sounds are related to the lower range of 60 cylces
and overtones . The high frequencies are modulated and they are in the
range of over 15,000 cycles a second so that it is not a true
,range
, but indeed it's a direct translation .
(The equipment that we have used which is small format has a great
It was kind of ideally-suited for
tolerance to imperfections .
like
Steina would make tapes which
work
in
any
direction
-our
.
She
would take a piece of image which
cranked
so
to
speak
are hand
certain
section
of the frame and would
would
hand
advance
a
you
It was possible only because
make various variations of an image .
the equipment had a great tolerance to these imperfections in order
The design was to produce the television cheaper and
to hide them .
had
this
great
tolerance . Today the tendency is opposite -you
difficulty
of
television image had been overcome to a degree .
this
And now the whole idea is to bring it back to more precise and
specific perimeters .
This again is something that is quite unorthodox . . . .
equipment cannot deal with this very easily -- you see it
breaks the structure , but it was just about what we could still
. percieve as coherent frame and structure and infact through these,_
deficiencies we have learned a lot about the inside of the televisio
_medium . _And- in- fact -through these set of errors or coincidences ,
planned or accidental, we eventually arrived to a much greater
- control thansystems`which would be designed to put overall contro
on the aesthetic content , like production equipment which was
designed totally to hide all those deficiencies, and . in fact nev
produced" them .
__
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RC :
. . ' Of what you people do that may be at great variance with what you think
you're up to , but it goes something like this . . That before the television image
appears that most people .are familiar , .with - with KOJAK or with MARCUS WELBY,
or whoever -- there is another television picture which is the essence of the medium
itself, just as paint for an artist working with canvas, there is a specific artistic
vocabulary of the medium of television . And my image of you two is that you are
more concerned with thatt 'anyone I know - who have done more exploration over what
is that nature and I want to know if that coincides with what you feel you're up to.
W:
I guess I would go back to the notion of physicality,because you mentioned
the methods, or the materials -- our materials that are quite physical - like paint
So I would say we have developed this attitude towards an electronic
to a painter .
especially
the televsion frame which at certain points you can perceive as
medium
construct
since you can in fact control the particular arrangement and as
a physical
line
by
line, time with energy construct which comes to your home TV
we know it is
set - its a frame.
There's nobody hidden behind the frame . But now we start working
with it that way and you can see it as construct - addage construct, onto which that
image is added somehow later with its meaning, interpretation, -- it's story, whatever .
And you find out you've developed the same attitudes and habits towards that
electronic image as you would to any other physical meaning-_or_physical art-. material
And I characterize that as our interest - in an image .;' It is not what it means'as
being a symbolic or a comical story like structure "-"it is the line by line construct
which has its time and position or location in time on the screen -- and to
organization, or internal organization of those time-energy components, you would in
fact create the image , but, again, you create images that are relevant to that
Of course, they go beyond that - they have to in a way be somewhat
particular concept .
aesthetic- and they they may become traditional in sense of interpretation . But in
a way of controlling , I think that's the innovative part of television - what we
call an electronic image .
//
One of the things that I admire about the work the two of you
RC : One of the . . .
have done over the years is what seems to be an intense dedication to finding out
what is the nature of the television image before there's a picture on it - before
there's Kojak or MarCUS WELBY-- to really explore the alphabet of video - or. the
vocabulary . . Is that the way_you see it yourselves -- what you're doing?

1

-"

First of all I .guess we have to realize to work in television that behind the
television frame - behind the meaning, behind the image, there is a sort of
physicality - in a sense in any other medium there is some physicality which in the
case of television is manifest through a frame - a frame which carries the image, and
is in fact a construct, constructed line by line area which then provides the space
i or provides the display fo'r television image which is coded into this physical frame .
And since you pay a lot of attention to that aspect, we've developed a relationship
with that frame as being controlled or being accessible to another means . For example,
with non-camera means, internally generated images which have something to do with
this time construct of a
possibilities of placing energy in particular portions
_
I'm describing, it's a very ordinary
frame . But again -- it' ,s a specific
relationship to that image that gets developed in working with television frames that
wayJ So, I don't know how to place it in a normal,ordinary jargon -- I develop all
' that language in a way, certain components and myself - so I've developed a certain
relation to it, so maybe you could ask . . . .

in

RC : Well, may I ask -- maybe this is not the right time, but I've . . would like to
ask - since you have so much understanding of the engineering aspects of video - could
we go back a little bit with both of you, as to where you came from and how you got into
video and maybe that would shed some light on the different approaches you've taken
withing video . Steina?
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S : Well, I was introduced to it by Woody so I think we should trace it to the
origins.
RC :

Can we be even more biographical -- you're from Iceland, is that correct?

S:
Yeah, born and raised in Iceland, and trained as a violinist . And thats what
I was doing,
I was freelancing as a violinist in New York when Woody started bringing
home those toys from the place where he worked . As a matter of fact . . .
" 5RC :

You met Woody in New York?

S:

Oh, no - I met him in Pra gue IIwas studying violin in Prague and I met him and
ere together in '65 and so we were here 5 years before we sort of landed int
video . Woody started in '69 in the summer and we started to spend the nights over
' 4 f7
at the place where he was working,kwh'
oductions - they were
doing industrial shows for television
An industrial exhibit I gues
W:

Maybe you could scrap that part of it . . . I don't mention it .

S :'

Alright .

RC :

(laughter)

We're going to get an selected version of your . . .

history . . .

W : Make it . . . because I don't want to talk about Harvey Lloyd right now . .
next week . . .

maybe

RC : Alright . . Let's talk about whatever you want to talk about -- but is it maybe
usful to the audience to know that you were in film. You studied engineering at
school?
I studied hydraulic engineering which I never had any use for because my mind
was never mathematical and there were a lot of calculations . So by family tradition
sort of, I became engineer-trained, trained engineer .
But my private interests - I
did a lot of writing, and poetry and fiction-- So I am in a way literary oriented mind,
but I, by coincidence, I went to film school in kague, which I appreciated very much.
It gave me some practice in image, but it begano rather narrative and kind of symbo 'c
content of image oriented work . Even if I landed i
anch,
was still practicing poetry,my general background 4 I still hope it is my general
background--, -a-n. . .
RC :

I

'

Were you involved in the Czech Pavillion at Expo?

Or did I have that wrong?

W : No .
But strangely enough then I came here - it was in '64,in about 2 yearZ
got working in New York Cit in many multi-screen projections and multi-screen film
work for Montreal exhibit
- so indirectly .I didnt have anything to do with the
Czech part of that multi-media presentation, but I landed in multi-media from the
Amer can side . ~.I gues s I was es
e is work compared to
li~y_",
I'.could never practice in film -- I could,do it, but I could
eriments .
never . find thigkind of mysterious character about it , but with video it was instant
kind of -instant devotion-- the non-materiality of it and the mysteriousity of it
j was just overpowering .
Even-- but of course, the simplicity to begin with, but
then eventually it came to kind of a whole
--n
o
.Ehr-c~Ccllyi0_7, (.
RC : And how did you -- what was the historic day when you first picked up a
portapak? How did that happen?
W : That was the place I worked in and it was in '69 . And in fact, very important for
me was seeing Howard Wise exhibit TELEVISION AS A
CREATIVE MEDIUM
That was . . .
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S : Yes, that gave us all the excuses to go ahead.
I mean we had already been doing
feedback and stuff and we sort of did it for each other -- We didn't know if it had
any meaning or it could be justified by society . I don't know -- but seeing that
exhibit and seeing that other people were dealing with the same kind of things . . .
We walked in there and we found Nam June on the floor fixing the TV BRA and I
realized in retrospect that that had a great influence on me .
RC :

It's Nam June Paik, huh?

S : Not he in particular, but seeing that exhibit and everything that was in it .
Actually I remember the best Seigel piece - EINSTEIN . .
u

RC :

w
J1

W:

Yes .
For us, Seigel and that branch , also respected . . . .

RC :

This is Eric Seigel for people who don't know. . who might be watching
video
W:
It's interesting how A got sidetracked into art , interpretation of art or
art kind of . . .
RC :

Do you think that's unfortunate?

W: No, but it's simply totally misleading to my interpretation, because I think it
was a phenomena which went beyond the category of art .
It was a particular phenomena
in time and . . .
RC : Of course my interpretation is that there is nothing beyond the category of
art .
(Laughter)'
W:

Yes, of course it is .

(Dan interrupts)
END CASSETTE
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RC : /The exhibition at the Howard Wise Gallery in 1969 ., TV AS A CREATIVE MEDIUM was a - something of
watershed for both of us .
And that wa a show that took
me - excited my interest in video and got you guys deeper involved yourself .//
How about - the origins of the Kitchen -- caa we talk about that? That was, still is,
a very prominent gallery in New York City devoted to video and electronic music
and I think of you people, if you'll pardon the expression - the parents of it .
I mean, were'nt you the --didn't you get it off the ground?
S:
RC :

I am the mother of The Kitchen and Woody is the father of The Kitchen (laughter)
The chief cooks .

W:
Can I backtrack to Howard Wise exhibit . What was, still is astonishing to me
is that it , as I said - I didn't say that -- that in a way it completed totally my~
television experience as genre - videoart as genre - constant as genre . Because you
had all components that had been through time only extended . They had not been
reinvented right away . Image processing, colorizing, there was raster processing,
the position of the scan lines -- the scan lines ,
self processing . There was time
work, there was sculptural work there -- and so all these components since that
exhibit , I've never seen performed in a way conceptually different .
It was the
complete thought.
It was . .
S:

It touched all areas (overlapps Woody a bit)

W:
. . . video was really completed by that show for me . And it's very strange,
because we're still doing video, or kind of associated with video . But it has
totally different .meaning now, for example, for me -- because that was video . I
mean now it has different meaning . . . Going back to the Kitchen .
RC : Let's pick that up later because I'd like to pursue that . But let's get some
history over with .
You mentioned that you were involved with multi-screen art works
or light shows, or whatever it was in the '60's and then you -- when the Kitchen
started you began multi-channel video pieces .
Am I getting things in the wrong
order here, or confusing . . .
S:
RC :

No we did that before . . .
Before?

he thing is we got so many people visiting us at home that we
primacy left, so we were already wondering about if we could find a new place . And
there was no
there lwas no video theatre .
There were a couple, but they were
dedicated to their kind of work - not open to other artists coming in . And a friend
of ours showed us thi-§ space and we just fell in love with it .
So I think the Kitchen
originated -- there was some idea behind it, but mostly it was a wonderful space that
was there and we started fixing it up and not knowing really what we wanted to do
with it and as it turned'out we couldn't use it-- I mean we couldn't possibly
use it
7 nights a week
we itin anybody else who had anything to express
to come .)Ed luckily enough we got thso is musician
organized avant garde music whic
hat time much more advanced than vide And their contribution to the
Kitchen was great . They gave us so much - we learned so much from them - in the
sense that they had traditional
culture and were dealing with electronic medium
already in a way that we haven't even approached it yet 7 years later .
I mean, we
j
l/,,~ video generation in the sense of discipline and form and originality . But those
people had and have Um . . .

place -
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W : How would . . . . I mean at that time there was in a way a vacuum in space that would
There were a few places as you remember -- Automation
allow performance at that time .
House and a few others , which would of course get you very, very kind of
sophisticated electronic works, but it wasn't the open scene --- So all our contribution
was , when I see it in time, was to provide a time-sharing space and soon it just
grew out of our hands totally and became sub-programmed and so we -- our credits were
truly as the mediators of that particular, physical facility . We were paying the
rent and all those things and -- a certain open-mindedness, not to avant garde,but
to non-avant garde , in fact .
To what was highly culturally polluted environment
from rock and roll to kind of homosexual theatre . We had that kind of possibility of
I was in fact surprised
extending our interests in the narrow crowd of avant garde .
when the first legitimate avant garde came to the Kitchen -- it never truly came-always somehow around. But we had developed that particular, I would say, avant
garde in~this new video sense -- but, again, there were many other video people who
would not consider that a place for them . So it was not culturally defined - was
totally ambiguous .
That was our problem .
dy
S : It also
a problem that we didnt underst
them. We never invited an
was
to perform there . We never asked anyb
do anything -- people came to us, and
turned any people down, because we had that much
as long as we did manage it, we
time . on our hands .
By no
e Kitchen is really overcrowded and they cannot
accomodate everyon
o wants to perform there .
So, in the beginning . . . it was self
running .
RC :

Yeah .

S : and we didn't do anything for the artists either. We didn't do a thing for them.
They had to sweep the floor ; they had to set up the chairs ; they had to take care of
the collection at the door ; and it's fantastic how much they enjoyed it -- printing
their own posters , you know . . . So, our contribution wasn't that great . . . we just
let people slave for themselves . . .
RC : One of the . . one of your major contributions was showing some of your own works
Can you describe some of those early works and the
there whichwere very beautiful .
origins of them -- and maybe we might even be able to see a little of them .
S:
RC :

The best work we did there, we don't even have a tape of . . .
Oh, really?

S:
It was so beautiful . We had those - we called it GEMINI - and we had those two
naked boys -- They sort of descended from the ceiling down and we had all those
screens like 6 or 8 monitors . .
W:

I didn't know it rtas such a great work of ours . .

(laughter)

S:

It must be , because we don't have any record of it. . .

W : Maybe if it was two naked girls descending from the ceiling (laughter) . . .
An intersting point . . .
S:

Maybe that was what it was . . .

W:

No, it's an intersting recollection .

I wouldn't

. ..

S : Oh, I loved that .
It's just that among others, we did those live performances
and we performed video - which you can only do if you have all the machines there ,
if it's yours and you have a lot time'- then you can perform
video,
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W: you see, we kind of obtained multi monitors and we got them cheap - a good size,
25" Setchel Carlsons . So we established that kind of habit of showing on multiscreen .
It doesn't mean, for example, I never liked multi-channel in the sense of
I would rather relate--all the
multti_information matrix as other people would do .
horizontalit
singfe
movement
-like
screens to a
RC:

um, hum.

For example, the frame was cut loose . It's a time
W:
. . a lot of work in'the image .
timing
effort,
re-timing
the horizontal sync . But maybe that would
conscious . . a
could
look
at
and
give
you some visual introduction to that
be a sample that we
and it probably even stayed
with
the
multi-channel
direction.
And then we stayed
on
the Kitchen . But, . .
and
became
kind
of
a
footprint
behind after we left
RC : Did there come any point where you thought of making video tapes that could be
seen by broadcast as any kind of a goal - or something that you wanted to do?
S : Not really as a goal in the sense of making for broadcast, but I would love to
see my tapes on broadcast . I think that most people would watch them . But, if you
mean audience -oriented geared toward that kind of audience , I .don't think so . . .
RC :

Right .

with mass culture means, because I
W:
I'd never . . . you know I have this dile
constantly detect that people would like to join or participate in some kind of a
common unconscious of kind of living or bu ding a common myth, like youth cult,
a so rock and roll has done its togetherness
or like Hollywood in its best is doing
t dilemma with that, because the number
of the '60's , performed it . . . I have a
s -- It exists in particular time . I'm
or the participation is only time consc
4ndirect, that are placed culturally
much more interested in things
ow up fQr, examale . That's
n a certain point tha
to , you know,
w I came to liki
tural medium .
d an accide
were in my
ould rat
n that I don't
rk and
fo (I 1lvrk
ant
have home'
7- build
understan
e are -evision a
bilities
not have
11 format
ly facing
RC :
recor
W:
. . . This i
is possible . . .

t your local
nge notion .

But, all -

S:
Even if . . . (W, RC overlapping) . . Even if it wasn't " The Greatest Hits of the
it could be something that would just
Vasulkas" and selling millions, you know,
-and
it would be wonderful-and I'm sort
sell in the hundreds or in the thousands
and
technology
allows it -- the video discs,
of hoping that it will eventu ally happen
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you know, because lots of very good composers of music - both contemporary and
old ones -- It's not what is called "hit records" but they definitely get
distributed to the kind of people who . . . .
RC : Talking about hit records . . . There's a very, very famous tape of your's that's
associated with a hit record.
I wonder if at this point in the program we might
play it .
S:

Certainly .

(laughter)

(Dan interrupts)
RC : STeina, one of the questions I have related to your work, your tapes . . . being
shown -- are you still doing tapes because what we're seeing here is a dirction of
video installation which is not very widely distributable as you mentioned .
S:
No, I also document it .
I also go around and make tapes of it-- that's actually
what I've been doing in the last year -- the type of tapes I have been doing . You
haven't been doing any tapes -- you have been doing films in this last couple of
years and have been doing mostly what I call MACHINE VISION and then all kinds of
color fields type work -- or working with grain, or beading of colors and this kind
of absolutley no image . So I could show you maybe some sample of that .
I'd like to very much .
RC :
Yes .
we were seeing them .

Can you talk about them a little bit as if they--

S : That's really hard, because I would have to be looking at them to see them . . .
It's just . . .
RC : How do you relate the two -- to the average viewer, like me, the installation
and the abstract tape -- seem two different orientations . . .
S:
They are (overlapping RC) totally unrelated, because one is a sort of preoccupation
with space and . . sort of with time and space . . And the other thing is absolutely
surface , 2-dimensional and deals with texture and grain .
So they are in a way
opposites .
I compensate, oue_for the other . Also the installation work I do in
black and white and the other I do almost all in color .
W : I would say, it's very hard to . . Sometimes I think we kind of have a direction
or style , but we've violated that so many times . Like, one time I wanted to be a
purist and use only generated image .
I wouldntouch the camera image . Other times I
just don't mind violating those rules and I found that in SteinAs work even much more
pronounced -- it's so contradictory in a way . Sometimes, as she said, it's so surface
oriented , the other cases - so physical . And in my case, I have this total schism
now -- in one case I deal with arithmetic image and in the other case I deal with
processing .
One so physical, so analog - the other one so digital, so abstract
mathematical sense .
in a little more detail? If you want . .
W : I would put it this wa
The main key towards what happened, what appears to be a t
it's the evolution of the tools
style or direction is usually embedded in the t;
which ini.bur work we usually illustrate . That means, our work may not be illustration
It
but it's definitley kind of an output of the structural - how it looks like .
usually imprinted or resolved a particular tool . So we went from a very simple tool
to more complex video tools - colorizers, modular keyers- and eventually we arrived at,

4;
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n that evolution each of those components had definitely
can process
ef ecte or imprinted the visual style . Now the same thing happens to us --with
the evolution of the tools, we are arriving to a digitally organized image which
a priori I could never find the motive in such an image because it's totally alien
to me by my non-mathematical nature . . But I deal with it since it has the consistency
of the evolution of tools, because I'm not really obsessed with style -- infact, style
In fact I found that constantly a tradition in my work, but
has no meaning to me .
all the possibilities of dealing with the tools , of the technology, in fact
evolving this self-learning process in tools and in fact mastering them within
our own environment and economical unit as 2 individuals . That is crucial to me so, in fact I'm looking for some possibility of acquiring a knowledge which would
give me probably some security - I would say . That would be the main line, since
I'm watching with great interest what I'm doing as a disrelated individual to what

So it is that kind of path I would kind of trace in my own work and work out . . .

W:

S:
In case you show a tape, I'll just make a comment . . l~ The MACHINE VISION Com
out of Woody's background that he was a machine maker -- Hel did this kind of z in film he did this kind of panning and type of things that ~needed to construct
those tools for that I am now using , but I am also now integrating into my work
I used to use the violin - stoking the bow on
my background, which is the violin .
a string - to trigger the electromagnetic spectrum in the sense that I would use it
to switch between two cameras and things like that .//

S:

Yes, that's only if you select that sample, and that's the introduction to it .

. . .

VF 0

.

W- qhe piece should_characterize ,ourselves as a working team ._ _ That would probably
~Ibe the_key-to-understanding what we do -- that we can-exchange particular_ physical
I .ga~up ...f-Qrcliff=nt
experie_nce_s~ like Stein_a was using a lgt_of tool which_ ._
: l 's say
purposes /-- She simply applied them to her work . . and I .lear d from her
scipline .
~this
traditional_ look at, image aad-,treatment,-in-,.time -which is her musi
I thought camera was a matter of abuse . To be
in trwhich_I_never really .h ad . .
,," e
Eventually the whole discipline and structuralism in fact, I
camera was a picture .
inherit from her-- the-freedom of ..non-narrative structures which I was brought up wit
and worshipped for a long time . SThis
in is the level of_itTe6hange, because in work you
creating in a unit of 2 -- you can in fact mak
cannot- .truly share, you cannot work
a creative decision only in the unit of 1- which we are both witness to . . .

~

.. .-

-

-

RC : So that sometimes you 've each become the assistant of the other at different
times .
S/W :

hat's exactly what it is `~
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Sometimes . . .

S :~imes-we wouldn't even know it -- sometimes it was so fluid that one of us
take over and since, we, trust each other, we have no problem-- and just give up the
e,~o'tot
othe r - and then we felt knowing it, it would have changed the balance
in hose pieces that we used to do together , we cannot identify in
again, so
many cases whose idea it was , whose development it was and how it was . . . it was
totally . . .

e

c

W:

But, the performance itself is always . . .

S:

We do together . . . . .

W:
Is actual, step out , I think . . . because you become very tired at 3 :00 and you
work on a piece , you may just give up -- and the other fixes it up and eventually
performs it or does it -- so its that kind of . . .
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RC : Of the tapes that you've done - you mentioned that you have one work which is
a favorite of yours, which is not available on tape-- But the tapes you have done,
do you have individual favorites, the two of you? Are they the same, I mean . . .
Steina, what is , what do you think . . .
S:
It's very hard . The favorite changes all the time, and then we find an old tape
that we have thrown out as not being very good and we say , oh, this is now our
favorite .
And then of course it is .
But I, personally - I always liked NOISEFIELDS
very much .
And maybe I like it especially because it seems to me that not that many
It's maybe a sort of a stepchild type of a . . . .
other people like it .
W:
S :
W:
RC :

Or this kind of a retarded child syndrome . . .
Syndrome, right . . .
We'll cut that out .
Wh

ing behind NOISFTELDS?

S:
There wasnt really -- Woody did all the thinking on that, I think . You thought
up the circle and the noise . And you set it up , set it in motion, and then just
walked away, because you said,this is it, you know .
f
S : And
typical
perform
and you

I sat down and I pressed the button and started working with it, which is
of what we do .
If I set something up, Woody is supposed to come in and
I
know
very
well in this case -- you set it up, I was very interested
it .
just walked away .

i

~. RC : , Let me ask you -- If you object when we show that tape - we'll show probably
NOISFIELDS - is it alright to continue some of that dialogue over the beginning of
it - or is that offend you?
S : No -- but at a certain point_ there is a sound image . .
RC :

That's important .

S:

. . that relates to it .

And we could talk about the sound relationship .

W " We'd have to go --over
work
but i~
The sound-image
interchange is very important to us, because in fact all the control modes-- What
I mean by control modes is the change of the image in time is usually kind of reciproc
slow voltage change . So it'
a natural source for voltage control sound . So
we've done a lot of sound -image .
ind of . . .
RC : Which is reciprocal . . sometimes the image controls the sound and sometimes
the sound controls the image . . .
W:
(overlapping)
Right, exactly.
So we could generate images from sound wave formg
and we could also influence sounds from the structural brightnesses of the television ;
i
image .
RC :
Is there -- is there one particular work we could show that would dramatize
that?
S:

Well, NOISEFIELDS is one for sure .
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Oh, NOISEFIELDS Itself?

. . crucial to me,personall
W:
There's a piece called EVOLUTION , which is a kind of a
compositions
in
three parts , kind of
It was the first time when I attempted to make
structures
.
And that piece contain
a tryptich -- again, slipping back into the
exchange,
image-soun d
the most important components for me : which is sound-image
drift
n
e name was
.
trol, and the re-timing - which means the horizontal
_ION
and
that contains
m 1nnocen o that
It'scle
given by a rien -again, not
my
favorite
.
But
then
all the codes of early work and so that would be
i t rea lly ch~nges_ .
S:

Important. .

W:
It's like in music . I stumble over works which I kind of culturally dismissed,
like Brahms was totally forbidden for me because I grew up in an environment which
Brahms wasn't a particular favorite . But I found out that Brahms has a great
contribution to make to my personal interpretation of . . . It happens to me all the
time in other arts . . painting and . . In video it happens to me also -- suddenly I
discover this asynchronous importances and . . . But I still prefer working in-.----------I
electronic image because I think - not only to me - but I think it has a supreme
But I feel it is the medium that
' importance, otherwise I wouldn't deal with it .
incorporates . possibility /. of working with really metaphysical environments .
RC :

Do you think that . . .

(Break for Steina to check cassette)
RC :

As a necessary audience preparation for the

// (phone rings)
RC : Let's make the assumption that it's desirable that as many people as possible
appreciate what's going on in video - let's say particularly with what you're doing,
we know that to get the most out of painting a certain amount of education is
desirable . Do you think it's required to understand the works that you're doing
that a person should understand horizontal drift or get higher technological
education than the average person has?
W : Again, since I have the priviledge of putting into philosophical terms -- I
would say it's still_ -- it's the understanding of time which I personally gained from
I can treat that screen as a particular time conscious
working with television .
influencible
surface
.
That means the notion of physicality of time - time
or time
position
or
distance
or space , became - from the phrase of spoken word particular
experience
.
That
I can somehow progress to the better understanding
became a physical
the
general
theory
of
relativity, which is totally beyond my kind of
of , let's say,
I
could
not comprehend that as a possibility that I
well-educated background .
just
Now
I
could
not even see that in fact light is
could place that thought there .
;
the
philosophical
boundary of our way of dealing
the propogation of life which is
in
fact it's very slow as it
with the universe .
It
in fact relatively slow,
bounds between moon and earth -- it takes a second or something . It's a whole
different understanding of the space or the universe . And that was very important
for me that I could do this medium and gain, letI ' s say, didactic understanding in a
L t 7./1
+' ill
And that in fact is the 1Pg~ht motive -- so I think that the
particular environment .
work should be understood . . . or shouldn't be stood and that brings me back to
education kind of environment .
I'm teaching, but I feel that in teaching, in the
sense of university, or students, it's a very confined environment . In a way elitist .
A priori it sounds good - we work for the university, we work for the society, but

is
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in fact it is retreated from the possibilities we had as artists - in a way working
in a larger medium of those ideas distributed throughout and maybe through legitimate
television as well, but we can indicate those transformations and so that personal
experience then maybe can become the way to the means of the codes we put into our
work- or appear in our work . and I think it also has a political implication from
this dramatic, revolutionary street work, we've become -_ the conscious both as an
environment in fact in which the establishment maintains , you know, the orbital
surveillance -- that's in a way the place to which today there is being kind of, . . is
made secure or unsecure and it's also the physicality of this environment -arithmetic
environment which then provides the kind of environment we live in . So I would
find this very important, that we can as individuals disclose the secrets of the
establishment in that sense and try to understand what is going on on all levels .
I think that is the supreme political duty .
RC : Related to that, you've had recent experience showing your work in Europe-do you find a response on the same level as you do around here ? Is there a gap
of some kind?
W:
RC :

I . . Speaking openly, it may sound arrogant, or very much unfair .
Go ahead .

W:
I find European mode of thinking very much involved in kind of social alignment in a kind of post-Marxistic class oriented understanding of society , which pays a
lot of attention to the primary relationship between means of production and
individuals , between the oppressive Capitalists and,the workers . And most of the
intellectual work gets bogged down on this basic, I would say, neo-Romanticist or
post-Christian kind of leve# - a level of understanding of political struggles .
I'm
hoping I could convey the idea that just placing these importances , these political
stresses outside of the primary level, can in fact alter the whole structure of
political meaning, of those antagonisms and all its -- I didn't say it well
Disregard that . . .
RC :

Do it again .

W : You see, I grew up in are--environment in which a regular revolutionary Romanticism
was still alive .
I did infact believe in certain instances, that it is the human
conditions that can be altered . But I've given up on this particular . . . it is a
great sport, a great interest , a great passion , but to see it as a sense of being,
I think there are many other possibilities-- and this is just one of them. Just to
understand -- First we understood that the globe was round and became an object in
space -- Now we can locate it at least in particular relationship to the solar system
and to the rest of the galaxies . And I think these steps of understanding of our
presense is extremely .important to our interpretation of being .

.i

RC :
I think I may have been interpreting you too literally . Do you see experimental
work in video as somehok help ing to break down international barriers in any way?
W:
I don't know, because :-most of the Europeans that come for example here,- they see
the surface-- you know the junk, the industrial junk , equipment . They get caught in
the first level .
They usually accuse us of being misled or being coopted, you know,
because they don't understand . . . .
S:

You talk about Europeans as "them", but don. 't they are also "us" (laughter)

W: Right . Again, it's an exchange , because -- I like the cultural background which
I inherited , but I understand American society as the society that deals with the
that's different . This doesn't mean to American society as the barter system,

but it still means A .lot toEuropean intellectuals -- it's , somehow , it's kind of
(laughter)
bigoted . . . no I shouldn't
RC: Go back to that Phrase "co-opted" - in what sense would they view you as
being co-opted ?
W : First of all , we are of course, an institution in our own way . We are very
much related to support structure, you see . We cannot in a way maintian our-So we are
develop our environmental equipment through the selling of a product .
very
much again
somehow very much related to you know, like funding , and that is
level
somewhere
related to the rest of the values of society . We are judged at some
society
and we are kind of maintained -- which is surprising to me as well-- why
should maintain this kind of research . I have an explanation for that, but that's
But this, even this particular level existed - for existance by
kind of personal .
many Europeans is put into the dilemma of the establishment and anti-establishment, .
as a class conscious structure, and it's related into a co-option by American system
At least I
which is in many cases viewed as a capitalistic or imperialistic -It's the dialogue, but . . . .
don't have that sort of dilemma .
RC : Do you ever feel inhibited by any of the funding you get from various
government or state or private sources?I s there any inhibition on your creativity?
W:

Do you want to

S:

No, I don't .

RC :
S ".

answer that?

Is there any danger of it -- perhaps it is something to be alert for, but . . .
Yeah, but what should the danger be?

RC :
I don't know, Is there any self-censorship possiblly that might- that one might
if you
impose because one is taking a grant from some source that might be offended
direction
in
your
work
.
.
took some particular
S : There might be a self-censorship in the sense of when I get a grant, I feel that
I have been really lucky, but now it's up to me to really use this opportunity . I have
been granted an opportunity and that I have to use it -- that's again Christian
(laughter) . . But I never know if I'm ever going to be granted again - so
morality
I , actually when I do teach and
this is the time to use it - So I work very hard .
get my income that way, I don't work as hard, because I cannot come home exhausted from
teaching and I feel like I am entitled to come home and rest and have a nice time,
But with a grant you don't have that . You get very
because I earne d my money .
restless - you get very hunted to work, you know .
W:

But it comes fromfyour . . . what is your . . .

S:

Protestant .

v

I am continuously
W:
Yes, Protestant . We~Catholics don't have that (laughter)
surprised that I can exist in such an environment -- in such a . . . That I feel sometimes
that I'm truly -- been given a job to do these things with some . . . kind of . . . a
return, which is - I'm here to disclose certain principles, certain secrets . Which
I don't in a way convey back - because I don't have any explanation for this -- why
would I be living in America , in Buffalo, doing this kind of work -- But I feel
totally free in doing it, I don't in a way feel motivated or mortified by any of that .
And--it becomes in a way for - me ,, a physical problem -- how to develop this environment
or how to extend this environment and still be able to maintain it in the sense of
repair, in sense of purchase . How to know in fact, how to have the knowledge of
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having it .So the money itself becomes immediate in that , but the purpose -- I have
no idea why am I doing it , physically. . . . I know why I'm doing it mentally
because
I'm interested . Very interested.
RC :
W:

Um, hum.
But, I , this way,

I don't know . . . .

S:
I know why . All societies, all cultures always granted money to serving people
to accumulate knowledge .

W : I have different experience from society . I was brought up in a society which,
was always conscious of experiment . But it was always directed to a social need,
like political, or
political obligation and -- but this society , maybe I am. . .
I don't see it , but I'm not aware of it and I'm trying to find out what is the
moment in which there is an exchange , which is hard cash exchange and I would like
to find or define it-- I haven't found it yet .
But there must be something . . . but
there may not be . . . I don't know .
I don't want to witness .
I don't want to
testify for the free society of the United States as well . But I haven't found that
validity - kind of boundaries of this pressure point, this ideological pressure here
yet .
I don't think it exists .
RC :
That's very good.
We may have pressed that as far as we can . Can we go back a
little bit and pick up -- I remember what kind of technological education an
audience might need .
(Dan interruption)
RC :
This queistion I think has to do with relationship to the world of making video
to the world of -- the art world .
And it harps back to a question I asked earlier,
what sort of technological education do you think an audience would need to appreciate
your work at a beginning level at least?
What kind of art education, if any, do
you thing it would be helpful for them to have? Because to me I can only
understand because I developed as an abstract painter - only understand some kinds of
video as an extension of that .
I can understand the possibility that people could
come directly to it without . an_y interest in painting at all and still enjoy it .
I just
wonder - do you have views on that?
W:
I suppose .
It's an intersting dilemma. For example, if you speak about abstract
and concrete, in a sense , Let's say other arts, particular painting has developed
intellectually -- intellectual diffraction of form or creating an alternate form .
Here in video, we went from the other end in our material, since we reached for
non-camera image -- was very ambiguous to begin with- It was abstract and it still
in many cases is . . .
(Dan interrupt -- bad airplane noise)
Retake not good

,~,

Cassette ENDS

